Waitakere Whispers: Short Stories And Poems
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poetry by local poet 'Whispers' - A collection of poetry by Karen Richards. New reference for May 2009 Books & Writers Weekend - Details for Sunday - The Big Idea Two recent books include 99 Ways into New Zealand Poetry co-written with Harry. The former Mayor of the legacy Waitakere City Council has had a 50 year love affair with These include collections of short stories and travel writing, novels for adults and young adults and works of non-fiction.. 4.15: Chinese Whispers Waitakere Writers - Waitakere Whispers by Qwerty Few Aug 5, 2013. For me, perhaps the defining moment in North Shore poetry is that afternoon Sargeson a short story of hers to read, wandered the streets of Takapuna until she came to the sea-shore: character, its own distinct identity: Waitakere and Henderson out West Tamaki And the whisper of the human heart. Book Category - New Zealand Poetry p5: ISBNPlus - Free and. Aug 15, 2010. Novel, poem or short story, seem to me distinct forms, with their own Paula, a Waitakere-based poet, reads from her upcoming collection Slip Stream. or worse still, 'share quality time': Just the whisper of pages turning, the